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Crafting "Gay" Children
An Inquiry Into the Abuse of Vulnerable Children

VIA Establishment Media & The Schoolroom^

Gay liberationists in general, and boy-lovers in particular, should know
Kinsey's work and hold itdear.... implicit in Kinsey is the struggle wefight
today.^

North American Man/Boy LoveAssociation (NAMBLA) 1981

This paper will address three related issues. First, a briefcomment on the role of
mainstream media in shaping public opinion by suppressing truth in the service of special
sexual interests. Second, thehistory ofAlfred Kinsey's role in promoting thecurrent
advances in pedophilia and homosexuality. And finally, the schoolroom initiation ofchildren
into sex, especially "gay" sex, as feeding the "[tjightly run organizations" that traffic in
roughly half a million boy prostitutes.^

Kinsey's carefully planned publicity program was designed to create an
intemational mass media sensation which would appearto be spontaneous and
unanticipated.^

Judith A. Reisman, Kinsey, Crimes &Consequences (1998)
Dr. Reisman's study supports the conclusion thatAlfred Kinsey's research
was contrived, ideologically driven and misleading. Any judge, legislator or
other public official who gives credence to that research isguilty of
malpractice and dereliction of duty.

Charies E. Rice, Professorof Law, Notre Dame Law School, Indiana"*
Gay men view these boys as recreational toys to be used. Ihave heard many
stories of HIV positive men having unprotected sex with boys. They don't think it
matters.®

Homosexual activist in The Advocate (March 1992).

PROJECT 10, named after Kinsey's (1948) estimate that 10% of the population is
exclusively homosexual, originally envisioned as an in-school counseling
program.... has become a district-wide and nation-wideforum for the articulation
ofthe needs of lesbian, gay, and bisexual teenagers.^

Virginia Uribe, Coming Out ofthe Classroom Closet {1991).

Cantionaiy Note: This monograph addresses the major taboo in homosexual criticism. Based on empirical and historical
documentation, the author argues that seduction ofchildren and youths for personal and political purposes is critical to
homosexual advancement Recruitment ofchildren into heterosexu^ and homosexual promiscuity, <m record as always a
serious problem, is now so visibly organized as to pose amajor threat to all children and society (as Feldman summarized,
"these kids are our future" and we need to"invest" inthem, see page 11). Those adverse tocandid debate and verifiable data
authenticating these especially grim homosexual harms may, ofcourse, avoid reading this paper.
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I. PAUSING TO ADDRESS HOMOSEXUALITY AND FREE SPEECH
In his famous June 1978 Harvard commencement address Aleksander Solzhenltsyn

Indicted America's mass media forthe betrayal of Its office;

The press can both stimulate public opinion and miseducate it...The press has
become the greatest power within the Western countries, more powerful than the
legislature, the executive, and judiciary. One would then like to ask: By what law has
it been elected and to whom is it responsible?^

Based on Its free speech privileges, the American press is charged with providing a
"window to the world" by which the polity may locate the source of a social malaise, evaluate
the problem and con-ect it. But, if establishment media-news and entertainment-broadcast
disinfomiation and conceal adverse infomiation about a matter ormalaise, then the Fourth
Estate (the mass media) becomes an unelected fifth column directing law and public policy
Especially now. when the press reports that the annual budgets ofgay and lesbian charities
and social service agencies amount to about $100 million, these "charities" and "agencies"
are in a position to dramatically recraft the national psyche and thereby national conduct
This author seeksto break through themass media's conspiracy ofsilence.

Rogers' "Theory ofDiffusion of Innovation": Philip Kotler's classic work, Marketing
Management, documents how controlled news is used to "both stimulate public opinion and
miseducate" it. Rogers and Kotler report that in a media campaign, 2T4% ofour social
leaders often sway roughly 13% of the public initially, who later move another 34%, and so
on until a majority acceptand adapt the proffered product or idea.® This diffusion isvisible In
the pre-Kinsey 1950s shift from the view of homosexuality as a result of eariy familial and/or
sexual trauma, to the post-Klnsey view ofhomosexuality as normal and children as "bom
gay." The shift was sustained by the Fourth Estate, which began by tuming a police raid on a
boy prostitution hub (the 1969 Stonewall Riots) into a clarion call for freedom. Furthemiore
the media has successfully transfonned AIDS from what it Is-a fatal, infectious disease
commonly resulting from violent forms of abenrant promisculty-into what it Is not, a
"homophobic" attack on some new version ofminority rights.®

The effect of the on-going media campaign is exemplified by the eight-year shift from
youthful rejection to the acceptance, even practice of homosexuality. Arecent "teen poll"
conduced by the establishment media teen magazine Seventeen claimed that 17% ofteens
polled In 1991 versus 54% polled in 1999 accept homosexuality as appropriate. Seventeen
casually noted, "Teens today are likely to experiment: 21%... have fantasized about fooling
around with someone ofthe same sex—and 15% say they have actually done so."^°

As in Seventeen, at the same time that establishment media carelessly reports
children's homosexual experimentation, it routinely suppresses data on the culture ofinter-
gay violence—men battered and killed by pickups and prostitutes-although these cases are
often reported by the homosexual press "itself. Especially hidden by both homosexual and
establishment media are the data on homosexual violence against children and inter-gay
"domestic" battery, discussed In some detail in this monograph.

Arecent example was the aggressive media campaign against "hate crimes"
provoked by the two heterosexual killers of an adult homosexual, Matthew Shepard,
contrasted with the media cover up of the bariaaric murder of 13-year-old Jesse DIrichising
(found "bound, gagged... repeatedly raped In a sado-masochistic ritual") by two trusted
homosexual friends of the child's mother/^

The Institute For Media Education
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Similar homosexual child sex murdersor inter-gay violence is either briefly noted or
ignored by the Fourth Estate. The vicious 1997 rape/murder of 10-year-old Jeffrey Curley
was unheard of until the $200 million law suit filed In May 2000 against NAMBLA by the
parents of the dead child, well after two homosexual "lovers" were convicted of the boys'
torture and death.^^ Yet knowledge of such violence is critical if parents and the polity are to
make informed choices about leaving their children with homosexual acquaintances or
authorities.

When "dirty linen" is hidden, public debate is uninformed and distorted. Homosexual
authors Island and Letellier attempt to expose inter-gay violence in their book, Men Who Beat
the Men Who Love Them, estimating that up to "650,000 gay men"^® are annually battered,
and "a gay man is abused... every 90 seconds." How many of these battered men die at
the hands of other homosexuals? Yet Island and Letellier find establishment media and the

homosexual media will not print the truth about inter-gay violence. Why? Island and Letellier
criticize the homosexual media for hiding inter-gay violence saying.

It would be just plain bad press for gays and... all bad news needs to be
suppressed... [G]ay men truly...have a proportionate share of violent
individuals in their midst who bash other gay men [and boys] in startlingly
high numbers.^® The gay community needs to recognize that wealthy, white,
educated, "politically correct" gay men batter their lovers.^®

Much of the Fourth Estate curently discriminates by employing only bi/homosexuals to
cover "sexual orientation" issues, further compromising the public's ability to obtain unbiased
reports. In a rare "politically inconrect" media event the popular television drama
showcased inter-gay male battery tolerably common in emergency wards-and as often
leading to domestic "homicides."

As homosexual activists have shifted their lobbying efforts to schoolrooms coast-to-
coast, outraged parents, neighbor to neighbor, are reporting the radical forms of "pedagogical
eros"^® taughtto schoolchildren over the electronic fence of e-mail. In his book on boy
prostitution. For Money or Love, liberal reporter Robin Lloyd, confirms the admission of Island
and Lettellier, and says the press suppresses police reports of raids and arrests of adults
preying on young boys:

[The police raids] usually go unreported by the press. Both wire services, the
Associated Press and the United Press International, file the stories to their
clients (newspapers, radio stations, and television stations), but the stories are
always preceded with the cautionary "EDITORS" (NOTE NATURE OF THE
STORY)." Editorsdo...and often elect not to use them.^°

Gagnon Says Hide Gay Origins. Absent any biological evidence of homosexuality,
"lesbian, gay, and bisexual teenagers" exhibit classical symptoms of childhood trauma
(parental violence, alcoholism, sex abuse and/or other dysfunctions). Concerned lest the
public become aware of the traumatic histories of most allegedly "gay" youth, National
Research Council advisor and Kinsey researcher, John Gagnon, told sex researchers to hide
the causes of homosexuality, prefacing his directive with a polite denial:

The wish of some gay men and lesbians to locate the origins for their
desires in ...biology oreariy experience deserves a respectful response
even though I think it to be wrong... Attempts to placate the oppressors
will only invite further persecution. The source of freedom in everyday life
for gay men and lesbians is continued vigilance and practical political
action.
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Eager to conceal any causes rooted in bad parenting or early sex abuse which
suggest adult responsibility or crime, Kinseyans, have supported by the media, fornied
groups like PROJECT 10, PFLAG, (Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays) and later,
GLBT, (Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual And Transgendered)youth. Since historical, cross-cultural,
literary and testimonial evidence clearly identifies a homosexual etiology of family disorders,
it is understandable that many parentszealously insist theirchild was "bom that way,"
avoiding the personal blame and public disgrace inherent in having placed their offspring in
harm's way. But, how did 2&% of America's leaders—largely America's intellectual
community—adopt these radical new views on sex and homosexuality?

11. PRE AND POST "KINSEY ERAS"

To answer that question we turn to Alfred C. Kinsey. In 1989 the prestigious National
Research Council proclaimed that sex science" can be divided somewhat crudely into the
pre-Kinsey and post-Kinsey eras."^ On April 23, 2000 The New York Times Book Review
celebrated the fact that Indiana University had given America," the man whose studies
started the sex revolution."^® And, on April 17, 2000, Salon's Scott McLemee wrote;

Kinsey's effect on society was profound and enduring. Itdid not rise and fall
with his bestseller status... [but his book became] the manifestoes of sexual
revolution and the counterculture.... The history of sex in America falls into
two large, unequal, yet cleariy defined periods. The first era belonged to the
Puritans, the Victorians...This epoch of libidinal prohibition lasted until Jan. 4,
1948. The following day, Professor Alfred C. Kinsey of Indiana published
Sexual Behavior in the Human Male. Whereupon, as the expression has it, the
earth moved.

True. Since 1948, Kinsey has continually fashioned the American libido. As NAMBLA
says, any who would understand the modem theater of "sexual orientation" must "know
Kinsey's woric," for implicit in it is the stmggle for pedophile control of America's children.

Kinsey: The Media Myth. ManyAmericans bom post WWII may not recall the
Kinsey team and their reports. Sexual Behavior in the Human Male (1948) and Sexual
Behavior in the Human Female (1953). A vast and meticulously orchestrated media-relations
campaign made Kinsey a household name, heralded as a folk hero in over 70 % of the
nation's press.^® Life, Look, Time and every other major mainstream magazine promoted his
bold sex "findings" as heroic scientific truth.^

Indiana University had set the stage by posing zoologist Kinsey as a conservative
Republican academic, a family man, who serendipitously stumbled ontosex research only to
discover (surprise!) that while Americans pretended to be virtuous, virginal, monogamous
and faithfully heterosexual, they were really hypocritical, promiscuous, closeted
bi/homosexual adventurers.

The Reality: The Kinsey team-not America's parents-played false. Kinsey's most
recent admiring biographers confessed that he was a sadistic bi/homosexual who seduced
his male students and coerced his wife, his staff and their wives to perform for and with him
in illegal pomographic films made in the family attic.^^

Kinsey and his mates- Wardell Pomeroy, Clyde Martin and Paul Gebhard-had "fronf
marriages, which concealed their strategies to supplant what they saw as a nanrow
procreational Judeo/Christian era with a promiscuous "anything goes" bi/gay pedophile
paradise.^® An eariy adherent and advocate ofmasturbation, Kinsey suffered an untimely
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death due. at least in part, to "orchitis," a lethal infection in his testicles that followed
years of sadistic, orgiastic "self-abuse."^ While Kinsey didn't go blind, the data strongly
suggest that his brutal, repetitive self abuse certainly contributed to his eariy death.

The Research Methodology: Kinsey's closeted team 1) "forcecT subjects to give
the desired answers to theirsex questions,®® 2) secretly trashed three-quartersof their
research data,®^ and 3) based their claims about normal males on a roughly 86% aberrant
male population including 200 sexual psychopaths, 1,400 sex offenders and hundreds each
of prisoners, male prostitutes and promiscuous homosexuals.®^ Moreover, so few normal
women would talk to them that the Kinsey team labeled women who lived over a year with a
man "married," reclassifying data on prostitutes and other unconventional women as "Susie
Homemaker."®®

The Children: Kinsey solicited and encouraged pedophiles-at home and abroad-to
sexually violate from 317 to 2,035 infants and children for his alleged data on nomnal "child
sexuality."®^ Many ofthe crimes against children (oral and anal sodomy, genital intercourse
and manual abuse) committed for Kinsey's data are quantified in his own graphs and
charts.®®

For example, "Table 34" on page 181 of Kinsey's Male volume, claims to be a
"scientific" record of "multiple orgasm in pre-adolescent males." Here, infants as young as 5
months are timed with a stop watch for "orgasm" by Kinsey's "technically trained" aides, with
one 4-year-old, tested 24-hours around the clock for an alleged 26 orgasms.®^ These child
"data" are commonly quoted by sex educators, pedophiles and their advocates to prove
children's innate need for sexual satisfaction. The claim of a legitimate need by children for a
satisfactory sexual life results ultimately in the teaching of "safe sex" inclusive of all forms of
"sexual orientation," homosexual, heterosexual, bisexual, etc., via school sex education.®^

The Conspiracy of Silence. How could a dry, scientific tome be hyped globally to
bestseller status and draw no questions from skeptical reporters or scientists as to where
children for human sexual experiments were obtained when the nation was still reeling from
Nuremberg? In his Male volume, Kinsey defined "screaming," "writhing in pain," "fainting,"
"convulsions" etc.,®® as "orgasms" for infants too young to speak. Who sexually tested these
infants and children?

Where were the parents? Among thousands of international reviews of the Kinsey
Reports, no one asked these questions of the man who-as Gore Vidal declared-was "the
mostfamous man for a decade,"®® and who, more specifically for thiswriting, is the man the
homosexual and pedophile movement thanks for their advance.'*®

Law and The Social Sciences. Westlaw law review journal articles (1982-2000)
cite Kinsey positively roughly 650 times from hate crimes and homosexual maniage to child
custody and rape. The Social Science and Science Citation Indices reference Kinsey roughly
6,000 times over this same period. On the evidence, Kinsey is far and away the most
influential sex scientist in the law.'*^ Fully 100% ofthe sex science citations in the original
1955 American Law Institute's "Model Penal Code" cite Kinsey's data—alive today in courts
and legislatures.

Slandering Dissenters. His critics were largely ignored and/or slandered by Kinsey
and establishment media, as sexually repressed, ignorantiy religious, mean spirited,
unscientific, and backward. Continued media applause prized Kinsey as the prophet of the
sexual revolution.

In my book on the subject,^^ Iargue that America's growing libidinous pathologies-
taught as "safe" and "safer" sex in primary, secondary and graduate schools and reflected in
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our fine and popular arts, the press, law and public policy-largely mirror the documented^
sexual psychopathologies of the Kinsey team itself.

This"free sex"movement coarsened the populace by demoting sex from its rarified,
idealistic marital pedestal and private expression into public display, discourse and
performance. One of the expressions of Kinsey's "grand scheme" has been the revival of the
traffic in both adult and child heterosexual and homosexual prostitution and pornography.

III. IMPLEMENTING THE KINSEY DATA

Post-Klnsey, Hefner And Hay Launch The Sex Industry: "TheWhite Slave
Trade," sex traffic in women and children, was finally crippled in 1912bythe Mann Act,
based on the realization that children are asexual and deserving ofgovernmental protection
from adult sexual predators. Child prostitution centers closed everywhere, and venereally
infected and dying children were nursed and buried bywomen's church groups.

However, following Kinsey's sexual revolution, the child sex industry rose again,'*®
carried fonvard by two Kinsey acolytes. As a virginal college youth, Hugh Hefner, Kinsey's
first disciple, read and believed Kinsey and was sexually radicalized. Hefner emerged as
Kinsey's "pamphleteer" aiming to legitimize "adult" (and, more subtly, child) pornography.'*®

Thesecond disciple, Harry Hay, a bisexual communist (molested as a boy by a
man)''̂ read Kinsey's claim that 10% of men are homosexual, left his wife and children and
began the campaign to legitimize sodomy. Hay elevated sodomy from a defining
pathological and illegal act to a state of being. Homosexuals, Hay said, are an oppressed
"minority"^ deserving special or civil rights—a call to amis which spawned the "gay" rights
movement. A largely unacknowledged result of this drive by approximately 2% of the
American population, has been the exploding traffic in malechild pornography and
prostitution.^®

Kinsey's anthem ofsexual promiscuity without consequences would be played out
over the decades. For Kinsey hid his data on the disastrous consequences of "public sex"-
prostitution, publicsexual solicitations, sodomy and obscenity, venereal disease,
"illegitimacy," abortion, drug abuse, suicide, rape, homicide, child sexual abuse and a myriad
of other social disorders.

Abandoning "Public Morals:"Absent bad consequences, Kinsey, Hefner and Hay
said, laws restricting public or private sexualactivity wereobsolete. After 1948, pressured by
media, scholars and a legal profession which panroted the Rockefeller-funded Kinsey, the
onceomnipresent "vice squads" rapidly disappeared.®® The Kinsey fantasy ofpromiscuous,
public-sex-without-consequences fueled promiscuity as well as two dozen new STD's,
including the lethal AIDS. Kinsey admirerand Princeton historian David Allyn explained that,

[Kinsey undennined] the very legitimacy of public morality itself.../r? the post-
WWII era, experts abandoned the concept of "public morals."a concept which
had underpinned the social control ofAmerican sexuality from the 1870's
onward.... Kinsey's... silence when it came to questions of publicsexuality...
sen/ed Kinsey's dereguiatory ends. '̂̂ (Emphasis added.)
Normalizing Sodomy: Post-Kinsey, if sodomy and pubic sex were nomial and

harmless, itwas logical for police and press to ignore homosexual "cruising" of public paries,
baths, rest rooms and other public spaces. Itwas also logical to ignore sex acts in
heterosexual and homosexual "adulf pomography stores, films and other public

The Institute For Media Education
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entertainments. "Consent" became the single moral imperativesurrounding sexual conduct
for everyone.®^

Psychiatry Follows Kinsey: Pre-Kinsey say the authors in The IntemationalJoumal
ofNeuropsychiatric Medicine, psychiatry judged prostitution, "bi/homosexuality, sadism,
masochism, promiscuity and compulsive masturbation as unhealthy." But, Kinsey and his
followers taught clinicians that "sexual hypofunction...is natural, healthy, and pleasurable.
Mastery of masturbation is now seen as an important first lesson for the patientor couple
undergoing sextherapy."®^ Absent concepts of"sin" and immorality, psychiatry and
psychology rely on "sexscientists" to inform the professions on sexuality. Thus, following the
Kinsey canon of sodomy is normal and natural, the American Psychiatric Association (APA)
determined homosexuality, sadism and pedophilia can also be normal and unproblematic.^

Children As Sexual FromBirth: Kinsey's pedophile data,®® claiming that children
are "sexual from birth," are carved into the fabric of science, pedagogy and law. This"fact" is
still taught to psychiatrists, pediatricians, psychologists, sexologists, pedagogues, law and
justice professionals, media moguls, theologians, public policy makers, and other movers and
shakers worldwide.

"Juvenile Sexual Entitlement": Kinsey's pedophile data "proving" infants and
children capableand deserving of orgasm from birth and homosexuality and sodomy as
nomrial have justified teaching "sexualdiversity," "sexual orientation" from grade school
onward. There is no sexual canon byany other recognized human development theorist (i.e.,
Freud, Erickson. Piaget, Kohlberg, Bandura, Rogers, Maslow, Skinner. Mead Gessll. or
Havinghurst) which offered data on, or claimed the need for "sexual satisfaction" or sexual
pleasure for children or youths. With Bible and biology deserted as models for restricting
vulgar, coarse or dangerous sexualactivity, the pedagogical vacuum was filled bythe Kinsey
advocates of what could reasonably be called, "juvenile sexual entitlement."

With childbirth the only undesirable sexual outcome, and sodomy and masturbation
(alone, in dyads or groups) taught as harmless fomris of contraception and part of a well-
rounded sexual repertoire, schoolchildren could be, and have been, smoothly socialized into
a promiscuous, bi/homosexual culture.

IV. A VULNERABLE POOL OF SEXUALLY MOLESTED CHILDREN

Between 17-25% of Boys Sexually Molested: in their FBI Report on "Child
Pomography and Sex Rings." Lanning and Burgess (1984) regard "one in six" sexually
abused boys as underreported:

The numbersfor male victimization are more hidden, perhaps because boys are
reluctant to admitto being victimized. However, clinical data are increasingly
suggesting that boys may be at equal risk forsexual victimization since they are
the preferred target of habitual pedophiles and victims of child sex rings.®®

In their comparison study of The Advocate, (the premierhomosexual periodical) and The
Washingtonian, (a preeminent "heterosexual" periodical) with equivalent reader
demographics (liberal, affluent, largely white, educated, etc.) Reisman &Johnson®^ analyzed
heterosexual versus homosexual infomiation about pedophilia in the "In Search Of
advertisements and attendant research;

• 0.45% Washingtonian heterosexual bachelors {n=2.885} "in search of/offer" man-girl sex.
• 15% Advocate homosexual bachelors {n=7,407) "in search of/offer" man-boy sex.
• 49% "Gay" male biographies {n=166j reporting sexwith boys.®®
• 41%"Gay" travel in foreign countries {n=139) rating laws onsexwith boys.®®
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21% ofAdvocate readers {n=2,500) reporting adult molestation before age 15.®°
73% of"gay" men reporting sex with boys 16-19 oryounger.®'
100boysa year. plus, reporting molestation bya Boy Scout Leader.®^
150 boy 'gay" victims versus 20 girl "straight" victims perchiid molester (Abel, seebelow).
153 homosexual offenders assaulting 22.981 boys (Attel, see below).
224heterosexual offenders assaulting 4,435 girls (Abel, see below).

150 Boy Versus 20 Girl Victims Per Child Molester:

Figure 1: At>ers Child Abuse Data n u.i <- .. .Psychologist Eugene Abel reported homosexuals;
"sexually molest young boys with an incidence that
is occurring from five times greater that the
molestation of girls.. [

"NJonincarcerated chiid molesters admitted
to from 23.4 to 281.7 acts per offender....whose
targets were males" (Abel et. al., at 32-50.44, 48)."®^

The rate of homosexual versus heterosexual
child sexual abuse is staggering. Abel's data of
150.2 boys abused per male homosexual offender
finds no equal (yet) in heterosexual violations of 19.8
girls.®"

Figure 2: Here, the 1991,US Population,
StatisticalAbstracts data are compared to the
accepted child sex abuse data (1 in 4 giri victims
and 1 in 6-8 boy victims) and accepted estimates of
the homosexual and heterosexual populations.

1S3"Gays"Mxse2Z981Bo^ 224''Strai^7ts"Atuse4^Gkls

150.2 Av.Bo^Atused

19.8 Av.GkIsAbused

"Gay" Boy Abuse "Stra^'GjiAbise

Figure 2: Rates of Heterosexual Girl Abuse v. Homosexual Boy Abuse

-90 MILLIONAMERICAN MEN, 2% HOMOSEXUAL
FINDS A VASTPEDERAST 'GA V" SUB POPULA VON

Population Estimates for 1991

86-88 Mllflon

Adult Heterosexual

Males

6-8 Minion Boys
Abused By Age 18
(Ratio -3 to 5 Boy
Victims to 1 Male)

Million Million Girls
Adult Homosemal Abused By Age 18

Males (Ratio
to Men)

Estimate of Homosexual BoyAliusB Estimate of Heterosexual Girt Abuae

The homosexual population has been internationally identified in France. England and
the USA as between 1% and 3% (in a range of 1.5% to 2%).®® Hard data confirm

The Institute For Media Education
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international research and law enforcement reports—^the 2% homosexual population harbors
a vast pederast boy abuse subculture.

While statistically correct, since 100% of homosexual males do not sexually assault
boys, a vast "gay" subset commits multiple, repeated child sex offenses. It is assumed that
much child sexual abuse goes unreported and some unsubstantiated. Hence, the following
statistics are to be viewed with caution as reflecting the best available current data.

Of 90 million adult males:
~9% of heterosexual men (-86-88 million) victimize 8 million (25%) girls.®®
~100%+ homosexual men (~2 million) victimize 6 to8 million (17% to24%) boys.®^
~3 to4.5 boys arevictimize per homosexual male. ®®
-1 girl is victimized per 11 heterosexual males.
-50% ofwhite gays had 500 plus, sexual partners, the rest averaged 100-500.™
-25% white homosexuals admitted sex with boys, "sixteen years old oryounger."
-50%+ ofAIDS victims {n=279) had oral oranal sexwith an adult male by age 16.^^
-20%ofAIDS victims {n=279) had sexwith an adult male by age 10(1981-82)."
-21% Advocate respondents {n=2,500) "were sexually abus^ by an adult by age 15." '̂*

The Advocate admitted that almost ten thousand vulnerable, lonely boys, discussed
later, initiated into homosexual acts allegedly via "consensual" sodomy, are now
nonconsensual AIDS statistics. Due to better medications, says the executive director of
an AIDS resource center, "[djeaths may be down, but infections are not." Why not? "Young
men think of themselves as immortal" explains another AIDS advisor. Oral sodomy, the
standard homosexual act was found to be "the lone risk factor (i.e. likely cause) in 8 % of HIV
infections" while anal sodomy "soared by more than 40 %" in one year, 1997-98," and in
Kentucky, "800 teen-agers (in many cases an entire high school) will be contracting HIV
every year."^® While many consider the "new" face ofAIDS—that is young boys infecting
young girts-to be a major problem, back in 1989 homosexual leaders saw the problem quite
differently.

V. THE PROBLEM? BOYS AVOIDING "GAYS" IN AN ERA OF AIDS

The Solution? Institutionaiize "Socialization" Techniques: After the advent of
AIDS, academic homosexual leaders wonried that boys were avoiding "gay* men. San
Francisco State University Sexuality Professor Gilbert Herdt explained that in the mid 1980s
homosexual leaders determined they must access schools, scouts and other child
"institutions" in order to reverse a growing youthful resistance to homosexuality. School
newspaperads seeking "gay" youths^ and proclaiming a battle againstgay "suicide" and
associated "hate" crimes began to appear regularty. Herdt explained why homosexual
recruitment efforts increased:

We had not foreseen that... .gay youth would also have to contend with the
new horrors of AIDS [and that]...feenage gays and lesbians would shun older
gays as role models or even as friends ...[To meet this challenge, said Herdt]
only now has gay culture begun to institutionalize "socialization" techniques for
the transmission of itscultural knowledge to a younger generation^^... [as]
local "gay" movements provide their own infrastructural support for the coming
outprocess in teens.^ (Emphasis added)

Douglas Feldman, a medical anthropologist claimed, "[T]hese kids are our [the gay
community's] future and we must invest in them."^^ Yet, he adds that gay and lesbian
organizations discourage having "gay" boystested for HIV.®^ Why? Teenagers tend to be

The Institute For Media Education
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very susceptible tosexually transmitted diseases,"^observed Feldman. In any event,
Feldman says these boys "have about a one in four chance of developingAIDS in
approximately 5 years"

How to counteract this unforeseen boyish fear of homosexual sex? Methods for
youthful indoctrination were proposed in homosexual meetings, discussions, debates and
conferences. Methods of socialization into "gay cultural values" "investing" in "these kids'
were subsequently developed and implemented. The victim-minority propaganda techniques
recommended in Kirk and Madsen's, After The Ball were largely followed.

ONE TEENAGER IN 10

Sexuality luminaries like the editor of Gay and Lesbian Youth. Gilbert Herdt, define
adult homosexuals as "coaches" and "guides." who help children overcome their
heterosexual victim status by "coming out" into homosexuality. Protected by federal and
state law, homosexual "guides" teaching "tolerance," "sexual diversity" and such, frighten
susceptible child audiences with Kinsey's"scientific" claim that, "at least one inten of you are
gay." Objectors are labeled "homophobic"fascists. Supporters are rewarded with love,
approval and inspiring encouragement to be "gay and proud."®®

In an era of pandemic child sexual abuse and pedophile predators-despite the
mortality of AIDS—sexual license is regulariy proffered in classrooms by allegedly platonic
pedagogues who claim to harbor no libidinous yearnings for their charges. Lesbian teacher,
Virginia Uribe began the current practice of recruiting children into homosexuality via the
classroom:

PROJECT 10, named after Kinsey's (1948) estimate that 10% of the population
is exclusively homosexual...has become a district-wide and nation-wide forum
for...lesbian, gay, and bisexual teenagers.®®

But, the miseducation and entrapment of children under national programs like
"PROJECT 10" continues where Kinsey left off. Fully 38% of the short stories in One
Teenager IN 10, (the standanj, sexually-explicit text commonly given to PROJECT 10
initiates) celebrated child-adult sexual activity. One story begins, "I have been a lesbian
since Iwas twelve. I had known my dance teacher for three years before she brought me
out."®^ (See partXI on SESAME fordata on teacher predators.)

Further on you will hear a homosexual activist proposing methods to subvert parents
(who fear their children will be seduced into homosexuality) ask 'where to get them?" That
challenge has been answered. Child "initiates" are increasingly recruited via public, private
and parochial schools; programs, films, lectures, courses, productions and the like, in state-
sponsored, consciousness raising programs like the following three.

NEWYORK SCHOOLS: In 1991 the AIDS Program Services, New Yoric City
Department of Health published and distributed, "ATeenager's Bill Of Rights" to New Yori^
schoolchildren. The pamphlet, endorsed by a series of credible organizations, tells the
readers, "1 have the right to decide whether to have sex and who to have it with" (which is
illegal), with no reference to parents, age of consent or statutory rape. The following tender,
romantic directions grace an illustration of "How to use a condom." Children should use
condoms in,

vaginal sex (penis into a woman's vagina), oral sex (penis into the mouth)
and anal sex (penis into the butt). Use a dental dam....orplastic food wrap
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for oral sex... Hold it over her vagina to keep from getting her fluids inyour
mouth."®® (emphasis added).

Charming indeed.

MINNESOTA SCHOOLS: The Minnesota Department of Education in its booklet
"Alone No More: Developing a School Support System for Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Youth,"
stands on Kinsey's false, "full continuum of sexual orientation." Denying the well-known
sexual trauma inherent in the initiation of lonely and isolated children into early sex, and the
predictable pattem of sexual disease and even death from homosexual conduct, the twin
myths of condom safety and "informed consent' have become the sex educator's fetish.
School personnel are warned that they must adhere to the new sexuality dogma or be
labeled homophobes, subject to serious disciplinary action.®^

MASSACHUSETTS SCHOOLS; Massachusetts provides homosexual initiates via
the school system. Department of Education employees are reported as "describing the
pleasures of homosexual sex to a group of high school students at a state-sponsored
workshop, March 25, 2000." Homosexual lecturers described the fun of "fisting," (putting
ones fist and ami into another's rectum) in libidinous, pornographicdetail. The following is
censored for this monograph. Full quotations appear in The Massachusetts News.

["It's] an experience of letting somebody into your body that you want to be that
close and intimate with...[and] to put you Into an exploratory mode."®®
[Organized by] The Commission for Gay and Lesbian Youth, made up of
homosexual activists from across the state, since 1992 the Commission [for
Gay and Lesbian Youth] has used the safe schools mantra and state money to
persuade over 180 schools in Massachusetts to accept the [Gay-Straight
Alliance (GSA)] clubs and their activities. Parents and others who offer any
criticism of the programs are regulariy accused of homophobia and
endangering students' safety.®^

While scientifically, biologically, there are no "gay"youth, society is experiencing a
major cultural surge in young bi/homosexuals. Subsequent increases in disease and in
deaths of youth from AIDS will follow.

VI. UNNATURAL CONDUCT REQUIRES "RECRUITERS"-"WHERE TO GET THEM"?

The following strategies for crafting "gay" children reveal homosexualityto be so
unnatural that it requires vigilant and organized adult bribery and wooing which rival such
successful recruitment techniques as those of the United States Marines. Children, (labeled
"initiates" as in prostitution or religion) are weaned from their "old fashioned" parents, "first
into a self-affirming semisecret group, then by collective socialization into a "gay" cultural
system"®^—a fomi ofcult Homosexual advocate, Frederick Lynch spells this out in his study,
"The Role of AdultAdvisors" in GilbertHerdt's anthology, Gay Culture in America.^
Hundreds ofhomosexual activists who "range in age from twenty-three to the late forties,'^
"aid" young initiates:

[W]hat has not been brought out fully in some other coming out studies is the
role of guide, teacher, or "helping hand" in either the signification state, the
coming-out-stage, or both.... the often benign and helpful role that older,
more experienced homosexual men playwith regard to younger [males]. ®®
(Emphasis added).

Answering the Question of "Where To Get Them"? In their New York University
Press classic. Lavender Culture, (1978, revised 1994) authors Jay and Young address "Gay
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Youth and the Question of Consent." 1quote at length from this prestigious homosexual
political manifesto, which candidly describes the organized gay campaign to recruit children.
The homosexual movement has long advocated ending age of consent laws.^ Shocked that
the "gay" youth group he guides did not fully favor eliminating age of consent laws, Gerald
Hannon, says the boys will team better soon:

Why is sexual childhood necessary? By that Imean why Is it necessary to
maintain the myth that children are not sexual beings? It is maintained, after all,
in the face of rather massive evidence to the contrary. Infants in ttieir cribs have
orgasms^Kinsey documented them in babies less than a year old. ®^...[Tlhe
very concept of childhood is somewhat of a fabrication....

Simply being young does notendow you with a perspective on social change.
Thathas to be learned. Consciousness-raising is crucial...And ifthe Gay Youth
Group isn't prepared quite yet to demand an abolition to age-of-consent laws,
that's ail right. But Ifs one of the things they're preparing for...^ [sic]

During the recent gay conference in Toronto, the matter of age-of-consent laws
surfaced for reconsideration. Their abolition is one of the demands of the
National Gay Rights Coalition (NGRC)... its contingent should contain a few
teenagers... The question is where to get them. The answer, again, is to
proselytize. At present, we do not have organizations that are chock-a-block full
of young people... Toattract young people to the gay movement in large
numbers should be the challenge to the next phase of the movement It is a
challenge we have set ourselves...(Emphasis added)®®

"Adult Advisors, In Their Twenties And Thirties Are Around"; As a result of such
cult proselytizing in nationwide schools, many homosexual groups are now "chock-a-block
full of young people." "Adult advisors" also answer the challenge of what Hannon called the
next phase: "to attract young people to the gay movement in large numbers." Child "initiates"
are courted; given a pseudo-home and family, welcomed, wooed, held and embraced, most
to die too soon. Says Herdt,

[T]he adult advisors, in their twenties and thirties are around....The adolescent
newcomer's reception is also unexpectedly wann, remaricably praising and
positive, for advisers make every effort to acknowledge the courage of "new
people" in joining the group...Each person is loudly applauded....a// "new
people,"those who have come for four Saturdays or less, are ushered into a
smaller separate room, where they huddle with one or two advisors as an
isolate....

They laugh at "straights," derided as "breeders,share clothes, are loaned
money, have "fun with friends, and adult-supervised leamin^ until:

pheir] seclusion past, they enter the larger Horizons' group as public initiates....
Their feeling ofbelonging makes the heterosexual conventions they mustobey
at home, school, orwori<seem unreal, as ifthey belong to another time and
place...Parente are a constant source ofexasperation and amusement^°^
(Emphasis added)

Children's past values of family and nation are treated with contempt and ridiculed as
nanrow-minded and shallow.

Teaching Sex As Recruiting. Cults commonly separate and isolate children from
their parents and family members, those who might reveal to them the hami of their new
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"friends." Protective adults must attend to the "gay" press proclamation that"the [erotic] love
between men and boys is at the foundation of homosexuality."^®^ Herdt, editor of Gayand
Lesbian Youth, agreed. He explained that laws against adult sex with childrenare in-elevant,
citing a female psychologist's view that as cultureshapes behavior, "age Itself becomes an
'empty' variable."^®^

Herdt articulated the homosexual movement's call to eliminate the words "child or
childhood"^®® from the vocabulary in The Journal ofPaedophilia, while another homosexual
academic notes some, "small boys are made into big strong men through
pederast/...Aspiring initiates firmly believe this."^°® (Emphasis added).

Role of "Coaches." Lynch says, "Indeed, in this study five subjects [boys] were taken
to bars or othen/\/ise initiated into the gay subculture by men whowere eitherthe same age or
older." Writing in After the Ball, gay rights strategists Kirk and Madsen are candid about what
commonly happens to boys in "gay bars"with "men" the "same age or older" than a teenage
boy.

[U]nless we have a young, handsome face and tight body, and dress in
fashionable clothing, the minute we step through the door of a gay bar we learn
who the real queer bashers are: us... Every year, the ideals of countless naTve,
fresh-faced youths are—metaphorically, ifnot literally—gang-raped in the bars
by older, more cynical predators... Wanting to retrieve something from the ruin
of their hopes...sooner or later, there they are—at the Greyhound bus station,
waiting to greet the next busload of farm boys from Peoria....One veryyoung
New Yori^ City boy, homosexually active since puberty, spent his entire
sixteenth birthday riding trains through the cityand weeping for his lost youth.

If taking boys into gay bars (commonly seen as a crime) where men pick up the
youngsters for quickie sex is "benign," what does Lynch mean by, "otherwise initiated" into
"the gay subculture," a new form of cult.

The Induction Process: 1) "Sensitization/' 2) "Signification," and 3)"Coming Out":
The "gay" child requires sustained contact with one or more homosexual "coaches" to
establish the child's "sexual identity as a homosexual,"—to facilitate "the process of coming
out."^°® Acareful reading ofthese "gay" position papers onyouth identifies both
unambiguous seduction and the absence of any candid admissions of the massive,
organized boy prostitution traffic. For such adult "guides" and "advisors" as often as not,
seek profit from using and selling the boys' sexual favors. The critical reader—keeping the
boy prostitution traffic in mind—ponders the successful initiations which follow Lynch'sthree-
stage initiation process:

• First, is the "sensitization" stage-a same-sex experience in "childhood or
adolescence."^®® (Here Lynch documents eariy sexual trauma as normally causal in a
homosexual outcome.)

• Second, is the "signification" stage—when children wonder about their heterosexuality
"in their late teens or... somewhat eariier-usually by reading about homosexuality."
(A regular occurrence now in classroom activity and via establishment media.)
[Emphasisadded]."®

• Third is the "coming ouf stage (commonly at that gay bar where benign "advisors"
bring their boys).
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"The Role ofHelping Hands":"^ Herdt carelessly notes that many hundreds of
homosexual "volunteers" who "range in age from twenty-three to the late forties""^ act as
"adult advisors" forthese children. And, sociologist Fredrick Lynch adds,

IW]hat has not been brought outfully in some othercoming outstudies is the
role of guide, teacher, or "helping hand' in eitherthe signification state, the
coming-out-stage, or both...the often benign and helpful role that older, more
experienced homosexual menplaywith regard to younger[males]. '̂̂ ^
Jn the last decade there have been several homosexual kidnap-rape-castrations of

boys, including at least one infamous kidnapping, rape and decapitation in 1981 of little
Adam Walsh by two homosexual "lovers.""® Robin Lloyd provides a litany of police cases of
boy sex murders. One boy was "picked up by two men...and castrated...Both men said they
were homosexual. The older man worked as a counselor for the Helping Hands Community
Center, a gay organization.

In yetanother homosexual murder, a man stabbed a boy to death during sex. In a
turn of events common to homosexual murders today, a boy, apparently sodomized for years
by a "a fonner social worker," stabbed the elderly man to death, - neither story covered by
the establishment media.

And, reporting an incident typical ofthe practice ofolder boys' often initiating younger
children into the affluent homosexual life ofpornography and prostitution, Lloyd cites one
"gay youth" who fatally stabbed a youngster for rebuffing "the elder's sexual advance."^®
Says Lloyd, "Stories of violence like these are commonplace" in the "gay" world,"® but few
are reported by the establishment media.

GLASS Board Of Directors, Volunteers, Staff Sexually Assault Their Child
Wards. Asmall press item noted that the major "gay youth" counseling agency, 'Gay and
Lesbian Adolescent Social Services" (GLASS), routinely abused children in their "five group
homes." Thegroup's license was "put on probation for five years." The Washington Times
reported:

that staff members, members of the GLASS board of directors, and volunteers
sexually abused or molested children. A night supervisor was accused of
sodomy and threatening children, while a volunteergave children dildos and
made pornographic magazines.^^

The brazen savagery toward these children suggests thatthis kind ofconduct may be
common for those who "counsel"with "gay youth." The GLASS director, staff and volunteers
believed their own Kinseyan propaganda, thatchildren are sexual from birth and that "gay"
children are unhamned by perverse sex with adults. In a similar case of "social workers"
abusing needy children, a powerful black "civil-rights leader who founded a non-profit agency
to help poor youths" Ron Berry,was recently convicted of child abuse after three decades of
sodomizing scores ofboys in his care in the Mexico City Government Program in Lexington,
Kentucky.^ ^The very tenacious black attorney, Gayle Slaughter, responsible for obtaining
the evidence which led to Berry's conviction stated:

[C]hild sex abuse is a problem ofglobal proportions....primarily because of
fraudulent data used bythe late Dr. Alfred C. Kinsey... put[ting] children... at
great risk forsex abuse. Some European communities have lowered the age of
consent to 12 years... fHraining manuals for law enforcement agencies say that
whenever one pedophile is uncovered in a community, there are usually other
pedophiles present there.
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One... testimony...disclosed allegations of an overnightout-of-state tripwhere a
bus load of homosexuals were granted access to a domiitory of Lexington black
teen males [where they engaged in] ongoing harassment through sexual
veriaiage, which intimidated both male and female teens,

The Franklin Cover-Up: ChildAbuse, Satanism, and Murderin Nebraska, by former
State Senator John DeCamp, documents another massive, largely homosexual child sex ring
stretching from Lincoln, Nebraska to federal legislators in Washington,

The Arizona Republic Phoenix cites a gym teacher given eighty-eight years for
abusing at least five boys. The jury apparently disagreed with his attorney who said research
shows molested children often have no ill effects. The Seattle Post-Intelligence Reporter
cited a local Boy Scout volunteer convicted on "several counts of child molestation" of 12-
year-old boys, and so on and on and on. Unfortunately, while many of these children have
run away from distant, hostile or even brutal parents, on the evidence, with exceptions,
children are safer even with such families than with lonely, sexually unstable and exploitive
adults.

Adult "Guides," and "Teachers." On the one hand, it has taken organizational
commitment, planning and effort to cultivate and initiate the cun-ent crop of homosexual
youth. However, on the other hand, homosexuality (bisexuality and transgendered) is the
only extant sexuality cult receiving both tax dollars and direct access to school children, with
laws protecting "PROJECT 10" trained teachers and with penalties for protesters. The
advisor, guide, teacher, or "helping hand," aids recruitment and limits potential escapees
during all stages of initiation ofchildren into homosexuality.^^ Employing the language of
cult and ritual, Professor Herdt says adult-led gay youth groups direct the,

adolescent's entry first into a self-affinving semisecret group, then by collective
socialization Into a "gay"cultural system [Men] seclude and protect the
youths, furthering their initiation... which socializes them further into the
cultural system of the gay community"^^

These "adolescent" initiates range, Herdt explains, "from fourteen toJust under
twenty-one."^^ (Emphasis added) Normal youth structures, like schools, exclude "youths"
by age eighteen and restrict children to their same age peer groups to avoid exploitation or
domination of younger children. On point, the US Bureau of Justice Statistics Special Report
on juvenile criminals states that nowhere in the national penal system is someone over
eighteen years ofage identified as "youth." Only within the allegedly non-libidinous worid of
homosexual youth recruitment are men redefined as minors past their teen years.

In three States... all offenders age 16 or older are excluded from the juvenile
system and handled in adult court. In 10 States... all offenders age 17 or older
are automatically proceeded against in adult court. In the remaining 37 States
and the District of Columbia, all defendants age 18 or older are processed as
adults in criminal court.^®°

Lest we continue to believe in fairies and Peter Pan, in 1997 the BJS reports 4,510
largely male felons, under 18 years old, admitted to State prison for violent offenses, 61% of
all admissions (this includes statutory and forcible rape as well as murder).Children being
"initiated" by adults or over 18 "youths" are in a very dangerous environment indeed, a fact of
which "gay" advocates and recruiters would be well aware.

Again, scientifically, there are no genetically bom gay youth. Many school
administrators that have initiated "Project 10" and other alleged "gay youth" programs, have
done so believing that a) so called "gay" youth commit suicide more than other youth and b)
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that these suicides are a result of the lack of acceptance of theirgayness rather than the
children's traumatic liveswhich routinely include early sexual abuse.

But, these "advisors" are not the children's parents, and many, as noted, if not most,
are on record as selfishly interested in "helping" these boys-in the form ofobtaining sexual
favors and/or economic rewards. The massive boy prostitution industry, servicing a
significant %age ofthe affluent homosexual community, is prime facie, organized by their
elders.

VII. BOY PROSTITUTION-"INTERGAY" HATE CRIMES AGAINST BOYS

"Gay Men View These BoysAs Recreational Toys": The postKinsey era and the
rise of homosexuality has brought a exponential increase in both heterosexual and
homosexual child pornography and prostitution. Adult sex with "consenting" minors is still
statutory rape. Yet, the March 1992 Advocate magazine cover story blames boy victims, not
their adult male victimizers, for the disease, saying, "Teen Sex: They're Doing it—And AIDS
Is Killing Them Bythe Thousands."^^^

"Coming Ouf IntoBoy Prostitution. In 1972therewere 20,000 runaway
girls and boys (called "throwaways") in hamis way In New York, "43 percent of
them... between the age ofeleven and fourteen!"^^ (Recall that Robin Lloyd
documented the press suppression of homosexual abuse and murder of boysin his
expose of boy prostitution.) "Boy prostitution... is now surfacing with the growing
acceptance ofhomosexuality.^^... [SJome New York City high schools students ran...
prostitution rings^^... [while] street pimps recruit and train [boy] runaways."^®®

Introducing Lloyd's book, Senator Birch Bayh, (D-IN), liberal fonner Chairman
of the US Senate Subcommittee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency, confinned that
Lloyd's data were "frightening in its accuracy,"^®^ about "a hitherto undiscussed facet of
the homosexual worid.^^ Says Lloyd:

Perhaps halfof the million runaway boys in this country(aged 10 to 16)are
peddling their bodies to "chicken hawks"- older men who lust for "chicken"
[boys].^^... There are tightly run organizations... geared to provide wealthy
clients with both pomography and boys... [rjheir boys will entertain movie
stars, prominent athletes politicians, and in some cases, heads of state.

Roughly HalfA Million Boy Prostitutes: Lloyd's observation that "[b]oy prostitutes
inTimes Square outnumber female hookers five to one" gives one pause. At 1-2 million
"gay" men, (under 2% ofthe 90 million over 18-male population),500,000 yields one boy
victim per 2 or3 homosexual males-and this does notcount seduction in the "normal" boy
population. Although few homosexual killings (to date) rival Jeffrey Dahmer's gruesome
cannibalization of 17 boys,^"*^ Lloyd cites the Houston mass murders of at least twenty-seven
boys out of three hundred molested by"a homosexual trio of sadists." Lloyd was concerned
that press coverage of these rape-murders "would set the gay community back about ten
years."^^ But, while Kinsey's fraudulent data ("10%" of the population is homosexual) are
continuously reprinted, the Houston murderers and other sadistic boy sex killings are
steadfastly buried.

As noted eariier, while the homosexual press often reports adult inter-gay
murders, both they and the establishment press avoid covering homosexual assaults
and murdersof "straight" boys-like Jesse Dirkhising. Short of murder, parents
commonly don't prosecute homosexual abusers, fearing "the publicity,while police
often finesse important or affluent predators out of town.^^
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Having obtained endorsements from leaders In the homosexual movement, Lloyd
still exposes some homosexual child sex rings. Boise, Idaho "sheltered a widespread
homosexual underworld that... had preyed on hundreds ofteen-age boys."^"*^

AWisconsin town quietly suppressed, "a homosexual ring" ofabout thirty-five
closeted men, including prestigious leaders such as a college dean, a hospital president, a
Roman Catholic priest, several physicians, a man "hired to teach at a school for mentally
retarded children," etc. '̂̂ The "homosexual ring...had enticed and contaminated many small
boys as young as eight years old' into sex, with liquor and pomography.^^® Investigator
Clifford LIndecker, confirms Lloyd's findings ofbrutal and "respectable" pederasts fueling a
flourishing traffic In boy prostitution.

Boy prostitution...isgrowing and becoming more obvious as homosexuals
come out of the closets and form gay rights groups, and police power is
watered down by court decisions friendlier to civil rightsthan to law
enforcement and protection of the public... [BJoys team that they can earn
good money doing something they and theirfriends havecometo accept as
normal behavior.

The Gay Lifestyle Facilitates Boy Prostitution. Homophile researcher, Donald
West, admits In Male Prostitution that "sexabuse in childhood as a cause ofmale prostitution
has become almost conventional wisdom," and, "the perpetrators are neariy always men."
YetWest protests thatwhile his study of male prostitutes found high rates of child sexual
abuse, he felt there was a high rate ofconsent.^®^ On boy prostitution. West says.

GaySearch... comments on the fact that children are often given presents
aftercooperating with an abuser and writes: "it is easy to see how being
rewarded for sexual favours can lead... very naturally to prostitution^®^...
Boyer (1989) has argued that the culture of gay bars and meeting places,
often referred to as a sexual maricet place (Read, 1980) by Its emphasis on
casual encounters and sexual conquest, holds out to young gays the
expectation of patronage by older males and presents prostitution as a
more or less normal aspect of the gay scene."^®^

Lloyd reports yetanother "gay" child pomography casewhere a group ofboys seeking
"counseling" from a junior high "science teacher," were recmlted Into sodomy and
pornography.^®^ One Los Angeles schoolteacher brought "groups of boys aged seven through
thirteen across the border every three months."^®® And West confirms common knowledge
about both prostitution and homosexuality.

Many sexual assaults happening in lateryearswere described during the
inten/lews ... forced byclients and theiraccomplices to submit to unwanted,
painful or damaging sexual acts. [J]ust as many men reported assaults in the
course of sexual contacts unconnected with prostitution... the risk Is to an
extent inherent in some gay male lifestyles.^^
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Ratio is 5:1 AIDS Boys to Girls: The toxicity of "gay male lifestyles" and
homosexual versus heterosexual child abuse is represented by a [5:1] ratio of boy-to-girl
AIDS victims. As documented in the Reisman &Johnson report, by 1991 the CDC identified
7,166 boys and 1,537 girls (also infected by bi/homosexual boyfriends) dying of AIDS.^®^

Where are the thousands of child sex murder convictions forthe men who fatally
infected these boys (and girls) or the outcry in the establishment media on behalf of these

children? Instead of
prosecution, schoolsFigure 3: Boys AIDS Dead/Dying From Statutory Rape

The Adw)cate Report
'Adofescents' With AIDS, March 24,1992
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provide carte blanche to
predators by implying that
boys with AIDS were "gay"
from childhood.

By labeling boy
AIDS victims "consenting
gays," homosexual
spokesmen "blame the
victims," blaming their own
deaths upon the young
"initiates."

84% of Boys with
AIDS are Infected by
Adults: "Are you a man
who has sex with men? If

so, you should know that 1
in 5 of your prospective

partners could be infected with AIDS."^®®

As discussed earlier, homosexual men are documented as stunningly promiscuous
with "43 percenf admitting to sex with over 500 other men and boys.^®® This "1 in 5"chance
of dying from AIDS is therefore 100% fatal for most children socialized into homosexual Gay
Lesbian and Bisexual Youth school clubs. And, too many of these children will join what
appears to be the financially rewarding "profession" of prostitution.

Why do no investigative reporters ask, "Which men gave 7,166 boys AIDS as of
1991"? That is mass annihilation! No homosexual press, no "gay" leader or organization
demanded a moratorium on the activities of aduit gay lecturers, "advisors," "guides" and
"coaches" in the schools in the wake of the disease and deaths associated with homosexual
sex. None have called for capture and punishment of the adult child sex abusers/murders.
Even Gebe Kruks, a homosexual leader who protested these violations does not call for the
arrests of the children's killers. Kruks wrote:

Gay boys.... having sex for money, shelter, /ove-they are at risk ....Gay men
view these boys as recreational toys to be used. 1have heard many stories of
HIV-positive men having unprotected sex with boys. They don't think it
matters.^®®

Boys Infected with AIDS by Homosexual Men: To hide the fact that 84% of AIDS
children appear to be infected by bi/homosexuais. the "Worid AIDS Day" artfully reports that
"16% of adolescents with AIDS, aged 13 through 19... have been infected through
heterosexual contact."^®^
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The Advocate included
this table, (Figure 4), identifying
at least 59% of adolescents
with AIDS directly infected by
adult bi/homosexuals. It is
reprinted here verbatim.

Said The Advocate:
Now in the big cities, if you
have sex with two [gay] men,
you have a 50% chance
of...someone who is HIV-
positive."^®^

Since homosexual
activity allegedly starts younger
than in the past-at about age
15^®^ or younger^®® - "advisors"
lure boys into "coming out" ("the
most important rite of passage
in gay life") ^®® to venereal disease for most, and death for at least 25% in approximately 5
years.

VIII "INTERGAY BATTERr* AS ADULT HATE CRIMES

Ifchildrenare more at risk of sexual disease and prostitution from homosexuals than
heterosexuals, are they more at risk from sexual violence as well?" We already addressed
this in the citations to West, but in their frank but empathetic book, Men Who Beat the Men
Who Love Them, homosexual activists David Island and Patrick Letellier document inter-gay
battery as a primary homosexual health problem after 1)AIDS (males), Cancer (females) and
2) drug abuse. They write;

It is...likely...the incidence ofdomestic violence among gay men is neariy
double that in the heterosexual population...as many as 650,000 gaymen may
be victims ofdomestic violence each year^®^... 50percent ofgaymale
couples^^...We believe [heterosexual domestic abuse] is closer to 20%
[D]omestic violence is acknowledged, talked about, and dealt with more in
straight relationships than in gay male relationships.^^® (emphasis added)

The Athfocate reports that at minimum:

• 75% of its readers admit to engaging in violent sex.
• 20% engaged in sadistic "bondage and discipline."
• 55% engaged in other sex acts using painful objects.

Compared to heterosexual distrust or dislike, the rare assault inflicted on someone at
a bar, and the singular although horrible abenrant murder-it is fair tosaythat theon-going,
mostsignificant "hatecrimes" against homosexuals are, as Kiric and Madsen noted, inflicted
by homosexuals.

[In 1987] the San Francisco police responded to no fewer than 100 calls per
month for gayand lesbian domestic violence ...[T]here are thousands upon
thousands of victims of gay men's domestic violence in the United States each
month.'^®

In 1981 the homosexual press reported that about 10% of San Francisco's homicides
resulted from homosexual sadomasochistic abuse.^^^ Hiding these facts from the public

Figure4: A Minimum of 59% of Boys Infected by Men

'*HIV Transmission Routes in Adolescents
Aged 13-21 in the United States"

Male Homosexuals/bisexual males 51%

Transfusion recipients 22%

Male homosexual intravenous drug users 8%

Heterosexuals 8%

Intravenous drug users 6%

Other 5%

'(Thesestatisticsare takeninxnthestudy 'AIDS Among Ack^scents,'
pubSshed in tfw October 1990 issue ofthe American Joume^ ofDiseases of
ChHdrenr

in
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allows the use of the classroom to seduce children into a homosexual life of violence and
sadism and too many into thetrade in youthful prostitution and pornography. But, is there
any research on teachers as predators?

IX. SESAME WORKS TOWARD A REMEDY

Survivors of Educator Abuse Emerge (SESAME): Yes, some. The "Helping
Hands" and GLASS exposes allowed a rare peek into the inner workings ofpredatory
teachers and counselors in power. On the evidence, pedophiles and pederasts,
independently and organizationally, seek out jobs orvolunteer where they can have access

to children. Unfortunately an unknown %age of adult child abusers are
music, sports, coachesand teachers,as in the largely covered-up
GLASS criminal convictions. The pederast magazine Pa/avarwams
molesters of how to avoid arrest while obtaining children.

"[L]ook for employment... If you want to spend all your time with
children you must have a legitimate reason for doing so; as a
teacher helping children leam...as a social worker helping children
in difficulties; as a play or youth leaderhelping children to enjoy their
leisure time...child care, youth work, teaching...charity and
voluntary organizations catering for the needs of children; there is
the Free School movement; children's rights' and various alternative

life-style projects...We believethat a paedophile relationship Is no less
legitimate and no more potentially hamiful to a child than a normal parental
relationship."^^®

Five Pedophile Headmasters: With today's opportunities to bring sex into the
classroom, responsible adults are obliged to question what number ofthoseadults "helping"
children on sexuality issues are likely pedophiles, pederasts or theirnaivesupporters. We
now know Kinsey, for example, "wasdeeply influenced byfive paedophile headmasters who
were quiteclearthey had very wann relationships with young adolescent boys of twelve or
thirteen" in one New England area.^^

Particularly as obscenity and pomography seduce and habituate even well"educated"
men and women via the introduction of pomography in home, schools and library internet
connections, vulnerable boys and girls are increasingly at risk from a growing molester
constituency. Just in the lastfew yearsthe Nobel Prize winner. Dr. Carieton Gadjusek;
American University President, Dr. Richard Berendzen; and American University psychology
department head, Elliot McGinnies were convicted of pedophile associated felonies.^^®
Degrees in higher education no longerappear to restrain predatory pedophiles.

SESAME Survivors of Sexual Abuse &Misconduct Emerge: "A Voice forthe
Prevention ofSexual Exploitation, Abuse, and Harassment ofStudents byTeachers and
Other SchoolStaff" focuses attention on sexual predators among a toxicsubset of the
teaching population. SESAME reports that the Journal ofEducation Research (1991) finds in
its"Survey of high school graduates ...13.5% ofthose surveyed said they had engaged in
sexual intercourse with a teacher."^®®

15% OfStudents Say SexuallyAbused ByFaculty Or Stafh In yet anothersurvey
reported by SESAME, The best estimate is that 15% ofstudentswill be sexually abused by
a member of the school staff during their school career."^®^ "Criminal convictions of Ontario
teachers in 1996-97 involve enough victims to fill an entire classroom."^®^ And, "Many

(Survivors of

uconduct

on
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abusers are in positions ofpower ortrust in relation to their victims which makes it easierto
overcome a child's resistance." Homosexual "volunteers" in schools and atthe "Gay and
Lesbian and Bisexual and Transgendered" youth clubs needto be viewed with old fashioned
wariness about "bachelors" in general and homosexual bachelors in particular. This is again
supported by the damaging reports from GLASS and SESAME regarding sexual predators'
use of classrooms to access pools of child victims.

Post Kinsey's sexual revolution, school-—and public libraries-have increasingly
housed predatory authorities, dangerous to girls and boys.^®^ One of the ways these
predators harm children, has been their provision ofpornography via the library internet
connection. In fact, June 05, 2000, an e-mail on the rape-torture and murder of 10-year-old
Jeffrey Curley was delivered to the American Library Association's "Office for Intellectual
Freedom List." Stuart Shepard, said that the boy's killers "stopped at the Boston Public
Library, where Charlie Jaynes [one ofthe boy's killers] accessed the North American Man-
Boy Love Association (NAMBLA) Web site." The Miami Herald reported a police internet
hunt for child molesters.

The Internet isa new playground for pedophiles ... We've arresting firemen,
lawyers, judges, teachers, coaches, cops - you name it....The task force
arrested a prominent lawyer and former judge... [who planned tostart] a sexual
relationship with a 14-year-old boy.

X. THE ALA SERVING PEDERASTS, PORNOGRAPHERS AND PEDOPHILES

The American Library Association (ALA) and our public libraries, as the support
system for our schools, are contributing as much as the schoolroom to the recruitment of
children into sexual promiscuity and deviance. Hopefully a court will decide, as in thecase of
the murdered Jeffrey Curiey, if the ALA and American libraries are contributing also to both
child rape and murder. As a member of The Media Coalition, the ALA commonly appears as
a friend of pomographers. For example. In New York v. Ferber{45Q U.S. 103,1982), the
ALA argued for Ferber, for the right ofadult parents and guardians to use, coerce orforce
their children-of all ages-to befilmed In "Sexual Conduct," heterosexual, homosexual and
bestial. The U.S. Supreme Court unanimously ruled against Ferber as legalizing child sexual
abuse for profit. The abuse the ALA defended involved the use of children of all ages in,

actuaior simulated sexualintercourse, deviate sexual intercourse, sexual
bestiality, masturbation, sadomasochistic abuse or lewd exhibition of the
genitals.^^

The ALA in San Francisco allowed its rooms to be used by NAMBLA as a meeting
place and in 1994, American Library Association v. Reno, No. 92-5271, slip op. at28, the
ALA was repudiated in its defense ofchild pomographers by the United StatesCourt of
Appeals, District ofColumbia. The use ofits prestige to aid pederasts and child
pomographers suggests the ALA's commitment to an historically "anti-American" cultural
standard - adult sexwith children. And, censored from most press reports on the rape-
mutilation-murder of 10-year old Jeffrey Curiey is the aid of the non-filtering library system in
the brutal crime. The gay killers "used a computer at the Boston Public Library to access the
NAMBU Web Site tosummon up the "last bit ofcourage' needed to carry out the crime."^®^

While some librarians attempt to remain independent from ALA policies, ALA authority
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is manifested in the stock of radical leftist books, periodicals and journals promoting most
leftist policies, including that of gay/lesbian "rights" as well as in the exclusion of conservative
titles from library shelves.^®® The librarians' union's refusal to filter internet pornography-
even from children-in community libraries, fully demonstrates ALA's leftist Marxist or fascist-
style control of our public libraries

XI. WORLD WAR II: THE GERMAN SOCIALIST TEACHERS ASSOC.

The leftist ALA recalls the National Socialist Hitler Youth groups installed in the
nation's schools over German parental protests. In order towrest theGemian youth from
their parents' traditional Gennan ways, Adolph Hitler obtained neariy total cooperation from
German teachers. The Gennan "National Socialist Teachers Association" recruited school
boys and giris toserve the new Party. Children's literature analyst Christa Kamenetsky notes
that Gennan critics of children's literature complained bitteriy about the removalof the Ten
Commandments from German studies and the substitution of coarse and violent stories
which ridiculed parental religious values. Maria Trapp gave evidence of such assaults on
German traditions in the story of the Trapp Family Singers:

This morning we weretold (by the Nazi's) at the (school) assembly that our
parents are nice, old-fashioned people who don't understand the new Party. We
should leave them alone and not bother. We are the hope ofthe nation, thehope
of the worid. We should never mention at home what we learn at school.^®®

From the perspective of one who has lost hundreds of family members in the
Holocaust, the role of the American LibraryAssociation, the National Education Association
and otherteacher's unions too closely mimics Nazi library history. Hitler's rise to power-
based on the violent homosexual "Brown Shirts"- isa critical part ofthatconcem, especially
due to the modem, scandalous myth of homosexual persecution by the Nazis.^®°

This is especially wonying when one examines the successes of leftist librarians and
teachers in similariy removing the Ten Commandments from ourschools as theyalso
devalue the morals and values of parents and American tradition:

In order to achieve a total control over the minds of children, the Nazis...
engaged thousands of censors, drafted mainly from the members of the National
Socialist Teachers Association and the Reich Youth Leadership organization^®^
whowould systematically screen every book that was published, sold, loaned,
purchased, circulated, or discussed. Through school reforms and a
reorganization oflibraries throughout the nation tfieyfurther Institutionalized
censorship measures that would separate the books they prefen-ed from those
that were to be discarded...they hoped to reach their goal... inthe decades to
come... rrjhe Nazi's made children's books into the means towanJ another end
that would perpetuate the power of the Third Reich both at the time and in the
future.^®^

The current "politically correcf schoolrooms, removing traditional American beliefs
and substituting leftist sexual and anti-religious themes are a replayof the German National
Socialist Teachers Association program for German youth. Worid WarIIwouldnot have been
possible but for the role of the Gennan National Socialist Teachers Association in the mass
recruitment and programming of Gennan wresting them from the religious traditions
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of their parents and using government schools to propagandize the values of the new
authorities;

[When] the Gemian Student Association remove[d] all "un-German" books
from the libraries, the public did not feel altered to systems of control that soon
would permeate ail spheres of German cultural and political life.^®®

So too we are seeing new "systems of control" establishing "hate speech" that
disallows criticism of bi/homosexual recruitment while committing graphic pedagogicalsexual
assaults on school children. Kinsey's fraudulent cultural and sexual data helped grant elite,
"educated" pedagogues undeserved power Once "uneducated" parents lost local control of
their children's education, we saw the failure of our nation's public schoolsand subsequently
the failure ofour nation's children byeverymeasurablecriterion ofhealth and well-being from
scholarshipto sexually violent criminality. Unless teachers are returned to their proper roles
as worthing under the authority ofparents and accountable as such to American parents and
society, we may anticipate continued and growing youthful disability and violence.

XII. WHAT IS HOMOSEXUAL "ORIENTATION?"

The Reisman &Johnson Comparative Analysis. The Reisman &Johnson Study:
Partner Solicitation Language as a Reflection of Male Sexual Orientation (1988-1992)
examined the claim that "gay men lead daily lives that are basically similarto those of
heterosexual men."^®^

The study, conducted by this author and statistician Charies B. Johnson, Ph.D.,
(1995) sought, via an analysisof the personal advertisementsof two male partner-seeking
populations-one homosexual {The Advocate)and one heterosexual {The Washingtonian).
The mission was to determine ifthese two male populations supportedthe increasingly
popular viewthat The sex and love lives of most gays and straights today are both similar
and conventional."^®®

Reisman &Johnson's study (which can be verified byobtaining the same joumal
copies in most large public libraries) found the sample of homosexual bachelors wholly
differentfrom that of heterosexual bachelors in their partner seeking conduct. Below is a
summary of five key research findings comparing upscale, liberal, largely white, educated
Advocate bi-homosexual bachelorsto upscale, liberal, largely white, educated Washingtonian
heterosexual bachelors.

• 86% of Washingtonians versus 2% of Advocates sought/offered time commitment;
• 49% of Washingtoniansversus 3% of Advocates sought/offered non-sexual interests;
• 5% of Washingtonians versus 63% of Advocates sought/offered prostitution;
• 0.41% of Washingtoniansversus 25% of Advocates sought/offered sexual sadism;
• 0.45% of Washingtoniansversus 15% of Advocates sought/offered teen sex.

These findings show dramatic "orientation" differences on all critical variables not
statistically attributable to "chance." allofwhich report, statistically, a homosexual lifestyle of
compulsive and sadistic promiscuity, disinclined to commitment and inclined to prostitution
and the sexual abuse of minors-at best. Infact, Kiric and Madsen confessed, "There is more
promiscuity among gays (orat least among gay men) than among straights."^®®Moreover,
despite their heavy focus on finding sex partners, the Advocate canied no major condom
advertisements nor did their In Search Of (ISO) advertisers express any condom
requirements for sexual partners.
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XIII. CONCLUSION

Tom Reeves, who had come out as a boy-lover[sic] a year earlier, said "over
five hundred men had spol^en with him since then... and who are they?
Almost to a man they are teachers and boy scout leaders and boys' club
leaders!"

Story about Tom Reeves, NAMBLA Founder.

Why is Kinsey's role as the fatherof sex "science" important to any debate about
homosexual and sex education in the schools? The mandate to teach bi/homosexual and
heterosexual experimentation as legitimate for children and youths originated with Kinsey's
data which formulated a revolutionary belief in child and juvenile sexual need and entitlement.

Justification for teaching about sex acts to children is based on the unverified claim
that children are sexual from birth andthatjuveniles are notableto be self governing because
honnones are "raging" - leading mostyouths, naturally, to sexual activity and AIDS. This
requires, argue the sex "experts," graphic sex instruction from allegedly older, wiser teachers
or "guides" on sexual techniques and related issues. Sincethe teaching ofKinseyan sex
knowledge began, sexual disease and dysfunction are rampant and show no signs ofabating.

Fallout from child abuse is seen notonly in resulting bi/homosexuality, misogyny,
sexualsadism and/orotherdisorders, butalso in the growing number ofdeadly sexually
transmitted diseases and the noxious influence of the homosexual lobby upon the pediatric
community. Homosexual fallout now reaches into every baby's crib in the United States.

Delicateinfantconstitutions are universally at riskfrom federally mandated vaccinations
to "protect" themfrom Hepatitis B, historically known as a homosexual STD.^®® Many such
mandated promiscuous, "life style" vaccines for tiny developing infants and childrenwait in
the wings. Recent Congressional hearings on the experimental nature of certain vaccine
protocols support the question: Whyare we putting our entire childpopulation at risk of
mortal and chronic pathologies —in order to make them immune from venereal diseases
which are endemic to a sexually promiscuous "homosexual culture"?

Pedophileorganizations that woric to legalizeadult sexual abuse of teenagers and
children have long campaigned forsuch a universal vaccination program. The proposal is
seen in documents such as "AChild's Sexual Bill of Rights." This charter, distributed in our
own university system to students studying human sexuality, calls for "aidsto prevent
venereal disease" as a prerequisite for legalizing adult, including parental sexual abuse of
children. The "Child's Sexual Bill of Rights," would legalizesex, 'With a parent, sibling or
other responsible adult or child, protected and aided with contraceptivesand aids to prevent
venereal disease.'^®®

Vaccinated child prostitutes could certainly survive a bit longer than unvaccinated
children. It is critical to make known the causes for homosexuality, to aid its burdened victims.
It is imperative to stop the spread of sexualdiseases and other related disorders-if only to
protect our children f^m becoming involuntary guinea pigs for a cocktail of promiscuous
sexual "life style' vaccineswhich radically endanger our children while protecting theirfuture
victimizers.

The Institute For Media Education
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Areturn to a healthful path IsdifHcult ndeed, following the isolation ofyoungsters from
friends and family and their dependence upon the members oftheir new warmly welcoming,
exciting and adventurous homosexual adultand youth groups forconfirmation ofself,
belonging and "visibility." There are however, several hundred homosexual recovery
organizations nationwide. As with the alcohol recovery movement, which was disparaged for
decades until proof ofsuccess slowly emerged, there are increasing reports and personal
testimonies of restoration.^

Richard Cohen, author of "Alfie's Home," a children's bookabout Cohen's own life, his
early sexual assault by an uncle, his subsequent recovery from the trauma, and his marriage
and family, heads one such organization. The International Healing Foundation, PO Box 901,
Bowie, Maryland, 90718. Recovery agencies are extremely active, despite the attempts by
homosexual leaders and establishment media demanding thatall homosexuals abandon any
hope thatthey can marry, love safely, faithfully and joyously and live a productive, exciting life
raising a traditional family enriched by their children and grandchildren.

The public should be aware ofthe vigilant efforts to negotiate a child's "coming ouf as
well as the special interests ofthe sex industry in increasing children's entry into prostitution.
Adult society is responsible for being sufficiently mature to protect ouryoung. Our individual
and societal selfindulgence andfailure istherefore visible everywhere. No blame isdueany
child in this tragic process.

The "coaches,"guilty of alleged "consensual" childabuse, should be located, arrested
and prosecuted to the full extent of the law. And, as there is, on the evidence, a definite
connection between homosexuality and the myriad pathologies, including pedophilia, schools
and youth organizations should be legally liable for allowing homosexuals any authority or
influence overchildren. This is a sure way to severely limit the traffic in child prostitution.

This essay is dedicated to those children scarred by bi/homosexual experiences.
Wherever possible, these children should be peacefully reunited with their estranged families.
Where that is not possible, until age eighteen these troubled youths should be placed into
monitored, protective custody in a secure, asexualenvironment, safe from sexualpredators of
any "orientation," where they may spiritually, intellectually and physically recover.
Summarizing the dangerto these "United" states inherent in the separating ofchildren into
sexual "orientations" is a waming bequeathed to us bythe Fatherof OurCountry, General
George Washington:

But as it is easy to foresee that, from different causes and from different
quarters, much pains will be taken, many artificesemployed to weaken in
your minds the conviction of this truth; [that we must fortjid]... every attempt
to alienate any portion of our Country from the rest, or to enfeeble the sacred
ties which now link together the various parts.^^

The Institute For Media Education 25
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